Application of deglycosylation and electrophoresis to the quantification of influenza viral hemagglutinins facilitating the production of 2009 pandemic influenza (H1N1) vaccines at multiple manufacturing sites in China.
The single radial immunodiffusion (SRID) method currently used to determine the hemagglutinin (HA) content of the inactivated influenza vaccines depends on the availability of reference HA antigen and corresponding anti-serum, updated and provided annually by World Health Organization (WHO) collaborative centers. Particularly early in a pandemic outbreak, reference reagents could be the bottleneck in vaccine development and release. Therefore, other reliable tests capable of quantifying HA content could substantially shorten the time needed for vaccine formulation. Here electrophoretic separation of deglycosylated samples in conjunction with densitometry was used to quantify HA contents of H1N1 vaccine at multiple manufacturing sites. We found the overall consistency between the alternative method and traditional SRID was 88-122% in seven lots of vaccine bulks from four subtypes (types) of influenza vaccine, confirming its suitability to quantify HA content. Moreover, we used the alternative method to prepare a national HA antigen reference in China for quality control of 2009 pandemic influenza A (H1N1) vaccines prior to the arrival of the WHO SRID reference standards, subsequently confirming good agreement between both methods. The alternative method for vaccine quantification enabled the Chinese health authority to approve H1N1 vaccine 1 month earlier than otherwise possible.